Para 1
   Introduction. Gives Background. Quick description of novel’s appeal
   Thesis: HG is our world
   Quote from Mortimore-Smith

Para 2
   Summary of what life is like in the Capital with quotes and paraphrases from HG

Para 3
   Summary of what life is like in the Districts with paraphrases from HG

Para 4
   Summary of Mortimore-Smith and Frankel, with quotes from each

Para 5
   Supporting point 1: Similarity of Hunger Games to our TV
   Quote from Mortimore-Smith
   Discussion of Teen Mom and similarity to scene from HG

Para 6
   Supporting point 2: Panem’s and our similar obsessions with appearance
   Quote from Frankel
   Quotes and paraphrase from HG.

Para 7
   Supporting point 3: Panem’s and our similar waste of food
   Summary and quote from HG
   Paraphrase of Frankel

Para 8
   Conclusion
   Restate thesis and supporting points